Vote DFL, Teacher & Labor endorsed champions for our kids Nov. 5!

- Focused on informed, community-centric governance
- Committed to building an inclusive district
- Collaborative leader, working with the board to conduct a nationwide search & hire a new superintendent; shift school start times; improve, update, and create district policy; and pass the 2018 school funding referendum

- Creating safe environments for students to learn in trauma-free settings
- Expanding community full service schools that incorporate restorative practices
- Increasing employment opportunities for graduates by bringing trades back into the schools
- Enhancing culturally specific curricula and schools

- Current board member working collaboratively to guide the district as it implements its strategic plan
- Advocating to improve student outcomes through equity and culture change
- Strengthening connections with the community to build support for the district and its students
- Ensuring the district’s long term fiscal future through advocacy and a more transparent budget process

--- SAMPLE BALLOT ---